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INTRODUCTION
Future Lunar Base or Mars Base missions will likely involve off-loading large massive
mcxtules from a landing site and moving them to designated are_ls for construction into an
operational base. Because of the remoteness of the bases there will be very little if any
involvement of astronauts in these operations. Thus the machinery for conducting these
operations must be capable of highly stable ,and automated operations. In reference I a
crane concept is pre_nted for automated and precision operations in the zero gravitational
field of space, lor a zero-g environment an efficient crane takes the form of a long slender
beam. In the presence of a gravitational field such as on the surface of a planet there is :_
large steady static load component for which the crane must be designed to carry in an
efficient fashion The most efficient structural form for carrying large steady loads is a set
of tension members and compression members configured to hold the load with the lowest
possible load in each member. In earth based construction operations, large cranes with a
single vertical st_pport cable are commonly used and the design methodology for such
cranes is well documented (see reference 2). With such a crane, only a single degree of
freedom is positively controlled. The other 5 payload degrees-of-freedom are precision
positioned by several workers holding onto the payload with guy lines. In reference 3 a
study is conducted of a large crane suitable for automated operations in the heavy
construction industry and in the ship building industry. The particular crane concept
presented in refcrence 3 has 6 cables attached to the payload so that all 6 degrees-of-
freedom can be positively controlled much like the Stewart platform of reference 4.
Ahhough a 6 cable crane does provide positive control for all dcgrccs-of-ficcdom, it also
requires that all 6 cables be controlled.
In this paper an alternate crane concept with 3 cables is presented. For the thrce cable
crane, 3 degrees-of-freedom are positively controlled while the other three derive their
stiffness from the nonlinear stiffness of the cable crane system. To provide a basic insight
into the behavior of such a crane, a 2-D version of the crane with only two cables was
analyzed. An exact solution was obtained for the lowest natural frequency of the system,
and results are presented in parametric form to demonstrate dynamic characteristics of the
multiple cable suspension system.
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Figure 6.- Perspective of boom/cable suspension system.
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